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B-ECO’s Matching Bonus rewards you for helping others succeed.
Every week you can earn two matching bonuses based on the performance of your team. 

As a Brand Partner, you get paid a 20% 
weekly check match on the collective Two 
Team Pay earned weekly by all your 
personally sponsored Brand Partners.  As 
shown in the example to the right, as you 
build your team, the dollar amount of this 
weekly bonus rapidly skyrockets.  What’s 
more, you can qualify for this bonus as 
soon as become a Brand Partner; no other 
qualifications are needed.

As a Gold Qualified Brand Partner or higher rank (and for as long as you maintain the rank or 
higher), you also get paid a 10% weekly check match on the collective Two Team Pay earned 
weekly paid on up to four generations of Golds or higher rank in your Sponsorship 
Organization (binary qualified based on Two Team Pay). This bonus can create a significant 
amount of additional income each week in your B-ECO business since each generation can 
represent a large number of Brand Partners as shown in the example below.

Two Weekly Matching Bonuses
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Represents a Gold Qualified Brand Partner EXPLANATION OF GENERATIONS
AND SPONSORSHIP ORGANIZATION

Your “Sponsorship Organization” comprises all 
the Brand Partners that you personally 
sponsored as well as all the Brand Partners they 
each sponsored.    

In your Sponsorship Organization, all the Brand 
Partners that you personally sponsor are placed 
on your first level (with unlimited horizontal 
expansion potential) …and all the Brand 
Partners they personally sponsor are placed on 
your second level…and so on. 

A “generation” starts when a Brand Partner in 
your Sponsorship Organization has reached the 
rank of Gold Qualified Brand Partner or higher 
during a weekly pay period. 

The Generation Matching Bonus includes all 
Brand Partners below them in that team leg of 
your Sponsorship Organization until the 
tracking system encounters another Brand 
Partner in the same team leg who is also at the 
Gold Qualified Brand Partner rank or higher. 
Then that Brand Partner would then start your 
next generation. 

Sponsoring Matching Bonus

Generation Matching Bonus
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